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attention to the abuse of the system : " In divers counties The Act of
of this realm near the sea coast it hath been practised to buy I67°*
and provide great quantities of corn, and bring the same unto
or near the sea coast ready for transportation ; and then in
some one or two markets to sell some small quantity thereof
... at lower prices than the same were bought; and, upon
some faint and partial certificate from some justices of peace
or other of&cers that corn in those markets was sold under
the rates limited by the Statute, have procured the same
to be transported beyond the seas " \ The practice of
creating artificially low prices, in order to escape the re-
strictions imposed by the Corn Laws, may have been partly
responsible for the change of policy made in 1670. An Act
was then passed allowing the export of corn whatever its
price in the home market2. But though the difficulty of
enforcing a price limit may have helped to discredit the
system, its abandonment was due primarily to the desire
to promote the interests of landowners8 and corn-growers;
and it was made possible by the progress in agriculture which
was now able to satisfy the national requirements. " The
encouraging of tillage ", pronounced the legislature, " ought
to be in an especial manner regarded and endeavoured, and
the surest and effectualest means of promoting and advancing
any trade, occupation or mistery, being by rendering it
profitable to the users thereof. And great quantities of land
within this kingdom for the present lying in a manner waste
and yielding little, which might thereby be improved to
considerable profit and advantage (if sufficient encourage-
ment were given for the laying out of cost and labour on the
same), and thereby much more corn produced, greater
numbers of people, horses and cattle employed, and other
land also rendered more valuable " 4. The policy of en-
couraging corn-production was carried a stage further after
the Revolution, when the Act of 1689 removed the customs
duty on the export of corn, and the Act of 1699 the subsidy
' and all other duties whatsoever'5.
1 Rymer, Foedera, xix. 388.	2 Statutes, v. 685.
8 * For the raising land rents ' was the opinion expressed in Britannia
Languens (1680), 156 (in sect. vii.).
4 Statutes, v. 449 (1663).	5 Ibid. vi. 63 ; vii. 611.

